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TURNING BACK TIME
STORY + PHOTOS NATHAN DYER

The coachbuilders and wheelwrights at Ballarat’s
Sovereign Hill play a vital part in keeping one of
Victoria’s leading tourist attractions rolling. Using a
mix of old skills and new tools, the gold rush museum’s
team of traditionally trained tradespeople build coaches
from scratch, make wooden hub-and-spoke wheels
and manufacture harnesses for Sovereign Hill’s team
of Clydesdale working horses, often making their own
tools for specific projects.
Stepping into the workshop is like stepping back in
time. Drive belts whirr overhead, a boiler creates steam to
soften timber to bend, lengths of timber dry in roof-high
racks and vintage hand tools cover nearly every bench.
Manager of coachbuilding and wheelwrights Mick
Dando says quality timber is the key to producing
top-class wooden wheels. “It’s very difficult to source
quality timber these days, but we get a lot of ours from

Tamborine Mountain up in Queensland – ironbark and
spotted gum, which are very, very durable timbers,” the
former cabinetmaker, bricklayer and actor says. “And we
go to great lengths to store our timber, because the best
way to dry timber, even today, is to air-dry it. We have a
10-year turnaround for the timber we get in here and that
ensures it’s dry before we use it.”
Along with maintaining Sovereign Hill’s own assets,
the coachbuilders and wheelwrights manufacture and
repair other hard-to-get wagon-era items for collectors
and other museums across the country, from woodenwheeled bicycles to World War I Howitzer cannons.
Harness maker Greg Cassidy says it’s a unique
workplace. “No-one is really doing much of this work
anymore,” the former mechanic and sculptor says.
“We’re all very lucky to have these jobs, because it’s an
amazing place to work.”
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1. Harness makers Greg Cassidy and Colin Rowe in their workshop at Sovereign Hill. 2. The W. Proctor Coachbuilders and Wheelwrights factory.
3. Hand-painted wagon wheel.
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1. Manager of coachbuilder
restoration projects, Barry Hore,
with a rare wooden-wheeled
bicycle ,The Velocipede.
2. Old coachbuilders manual.
3. Sovereign Hill’s set of The
Coach and Motor Builder
journal.
4. A ‘traveller’ used to measure
the circumference of wooden
wagon wheels.
5. Barry oversees timber bending
of a rim for a WWI Howitzer
cannon wheel.
6. A wagon wheel hub is
machined on a 19th century
Defiance hub lathe.
7. Manager coachbuilding and
wheelwrights, Mick Dando,
heats iron in the forge.
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1. Mason Johnston gives a
demonstration of wagon wheel
construction.
2. Mick Dando works on a
reproduction vintage car wheel.
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3. A Defiance hub mortiser punches
rectangular holes into a hub for the
spokes.
4. A complex system of drive belts
runs many of the factory’s historic
Defiance machines.
5. A pair of large, partially finished
wagon wheels for an external contract.
6. Timber dries in racks for at least
10 years before it is ready for use.
7. Vintage tools line the harness
makers’ workbench.
8. A replica town coach built from
scratch by the Sovereign Hill
coachbuilders and wheelwrights team.
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